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 ==Preface== ==Preface==
−This is a book compiled from various articles, most of them hosted at indymedia.ie whom I'd like to thank, on the general subject of conspiracy theories. In some ways its probably not a particularly useful categorisation but it seems to be applied to virtually every case of involved or complicated state corruption in modern times and hence seems to apply to all these articles. I apologise that I use an internet writing style that is a lot different to normal academic styles but hopefully the points raised are clear enough. Similarly I hope too that I will be forgiven for using standard internet abbreviations like afaik – as far as I know, lol and :-) – lots of laughter, and imho – in my humble opinion.+This is a book compiled from various articles, most of them hosted at [http://www.indymedia.ie/ indymedia.ie] whom I'd like to thank, on the general subject of conspiracy theories. In some ways its probably not a particularly useful categorisation but it seems to be applied to virtually every case of involved or complicated state corruption in modern times and hence seems to apply to all these articles. I apologise that I use an internet writing style that is a lot different to normal academic styles but hopefully the points raised are clear enough. Similarly I hope too that I will be forgiven for using standard internet abbreviations like afaik – as far as I know, lol and :-) – lots of laughter, and imho – in my humble opinion.
  
 I'd like to thank my family and all the research institutions and libraries that I used, which I list in the book 'Shakespeare is Irish', and many many thanks also to the many commentators that contributed to indymedia. This would get like the Oscars if I was to list them all :-), but I beg forgiveness from those that I have left out and plead lack of space, memory, sheer exhaustion after proof reading this book (and yes I know there are no doubt still piles of errors, they'll just have to do!lol) etc etc. I hope too that the many victims of the groups listed in these pages will take heart and one day see better days. I'd like to thank my family and all the research institutions and libraries that I used, which I list in the book 'Shakespeare is Irish', and many many thanks also to the many commentators that contributed to indymedia. This would get like the Oscars if I was to list them all :-), but I beg forgiveness from those that I have left out and plead lack of space, memory, sheer exhaustion after proof reading this book (and yes I know there are no doubt still piles of errors, they'll just have to do!lol) etc etc. I hope too that the many victims of the groups listed in these pages will take heart and one day see better days.
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